Dubai is looking forward to major events
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The year 2020 will be a big year for the metropolis of Dubai: In autumn, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) will
open the gates to the largest world expo to date. From October 20, 2020 to April 10, 2021, more than 190
nations will present themselves at Expo 2020. The host country is also already working eagerly on its
national pavilion, which is modelled on a falcon. Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, founder of the UAE,
once sent falcons to connect the tribes of the region.
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But before the big world exhibition begins, many other small and large events will take place in Dubai.
Already at the end of January, the largest health and medical trade fair in the Middle East, the Arab Healt,
starts for the 45th time. More than 4,250 exhibitors and 100,000 visitors are expected from 27 to 30 January.
Visitors will find Stiegelmeyer again at the booth of our local partner Atlas Medical. Here we will present our
successful Evario hospital bed in its model variant with integrated scales as well as our new space-saving
Quado bedside cabinet.

Das Stiegelmeyer-Team mit einem Mitarbeiter unseres lokalen Partners Atlas Medical auf dem Messestand im Januar 2019.

The Evario with integrated scales enables precise weighing of the patient and thus supports the exact
determination of the correct medication. The scale works with a precision of up to 200 g and is easy to
operate with a separate handset. It is ready for use in any position of the bed. The Evario with scale is ideally
suited for use in intensive care.
The Quado bedside cabinet is an ideal companion for the Evario and many other Stiegelmeyer beds. When
the bed is transported, it can be easily attached to the head or footboard and taken along so that the
patient's belongings do not have to be repacked. Despite its space-saving dimensions, the Quado offers
plenty of storage space and comfort.
We are looking forward to your visit to the Dubai World Trade Centre at booth SA.D30.

https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/trade-fairs-events/dubai-is-looking-forward-to-major-events.html
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